Annex I: Operational Risk Management (ORM)

**Summary:**

Specific to the case of T-45, Training Wings One and Two have an Operational Risk Management (ORM) instruction that empowers wing and squadron executive leadership as well as each individual in the squadron to decide when the reward of flying did not outweigh the risk of loss of life or aircraft. Missing, however, were sufficient processes in place to clearly communicate to NAE leadership the risk as perceived by a cadre of instructor pilots (IPs) – in other words, an in-depth ORM review, or reassessment of risk, was not completed when the risk perceived by the operators changed. This ultimately led to a breakdown of trust and confidence that effective protective measures were in place to address safety and hazard concerns.

**Background:**

The review of the Naval Aviation Enterprise (NAE), specifically events surrounding T-45, found many inconsistencies with command and control, implementation and ORM processes across the enterprise.

Navy units use ORM world-wide in “dealing with the risk associated with military operations.” Specifically, it shall be used in the planning and execution of all military training. Resultantly, this systematic process used to identify and manage hazards that endanger naval aviation resources is a responsibility of Naval Air Systems Command (NAVAIR), Commander, Naval Air Forces (CNAF), Naval Safety Center (NAVSAFECEN), and Chief of Naval Air Training (CNATRA). Furthermore, instruction directs subordinate commands to implement ORM at all levels of command from senior to the most junior Sailor.¹ ² ³

Considering both Defense Department and OPNAV instructions, active involvement of leadership to properly and fully use the ORM processes was not in place. Lack of effective ORM leadership was apparent at critical levels: Aviation Safety Officers, ORM Program Managers, and Executive Leadership. Those resources, which contribute to NAE Readiness, are time, fuel, and aircraft – with the number one resource being our people.

Regarding the events of the IPs for the T-45 across multiple training wings, a tactical risk decision was made by each pilot, which is their inherent discretion as aircraft commanders, not to accept the aircraft to conduct flight training. In an isolated instance, where this was an unknown issue, it seems appropriate that these decisions were made; however, the awareness of an issue with the T-45 was documented to be known by the Squadron and Wing Executive Leadership as well as CNATRA. Though awareness existed, processes in place to increase real understanding of the risk each pilot was being asked to assume was not known – no in-depth ORM review was conducted.
ORM Program

Responsibilities: CNO Special Assistant for Safety Matters (OPNAV N09F) issues policy guidance for the Navy’s ORM program. NAVSAFECEN is the ORM Model Manager and serves as the subject matter expert for the Navy’s ORM program. In that capacity, NAVSAFECEN is to “make recommendations to the Vice Chief of Naval Operations (VCNO) on…application of ORM”.

Commanders – CNAP, NAVAIR, CNATRA, Wing Commodores, and Commanding Officers – are to establish command policy and expectations for the application of on-duty ORM, with the Executive Officer (XO), or equivalent, as the ORM Program Manager. And specifically, ensure ORM risk decisions are being made at the appropriate level in the command.

Process Cycle: ORM is a continuous process used to identify and manage risk, and in this case the risk to Naval Aviation resources. The process allows the appropriate decision maker, the one who can make decisions to eliminate or minimize the hazard, implement controls to reduce or accept the risk. This captures the product of the ORM Process Cycle – which does not end, seen below in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: The Five Step ORM Process
Additionally, described previously is the level at which these risk decisions are made. NAVAIR Program Executive Office (Tactical) (PEO(T)) owned the risk, with concurrence from CNATRA. Once the risk was observed to have changed, at the tactical (or strategic) level (Figure 2), a reassessment needs to occur.

Figure 2: Relationship between the ORM Levels

**Conclusions:**

The culture of safety within training squadrons and wings is not in question; there is however a lack of procedural compliance to document and administer their internal ORM culture within the squadrons and wings. TW-1 and 2 have ORM Instructions wherein the squadron and wing had opportunities to insert back into the ORM Lifecycle. Risk Assessment Teams (RAT) should be used during the…in-depth ORM process. When established, the Aviation Safety Officer (ASO) shall act as team leader for the RAT.

Interviews with both TW-1 and 2 did not disclose a RAT regarding the T-45 physiological episode (PE) risk. TW-1, however, did create a well-constructed PE Summary/Risk Reassessment presentation after meetings with NAVAIR revealed they did not fully comprehend the risk as perceived by the training squadrons (TRARONs – VT), captured in the summary slide seen in Figure 3 below. Nevertheless, lack of procedural compliance via a formal process established through instructions existed across the T-45 TRARONs, as well as forceful back-up from both TRARONs.
Interviews confirmed VT-7, 9, 21, 22 and 86 consistently used time-critical ORM in addition to clearly communicating their concerns to their respective commanding officers. With no clear answers from the teams both in Meridian and Kingsville, other than comments of “that instruction isn’t really alive,” there is no reason why a RAT was not established. Furthermore, TW-2 included in their ORM instruction an ORM Worksheet with space to identify the Hazard and the RAT (Figure 4). TW-6 has a (stand-alone) ORM Worksheet as well (Figure 4a).
## Training Air Wing Two ORM Worksheet

**Mission:** ___________________________  **Date:** ____________

**Hazard Identified:**


**How Identified:**


**Risk Assessment Team (RAT):**


**Event which may occur if Hazard is not Eliminated, Reduced, or Minimized.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event which may occur if Hazard is not Eliminated, Reduced, or Minimized</th>
<th>Probability of Event (A, B, C, D, E)</th>
<th>Severity of Event (I, II, III, IV)</th>
<th>Risk Assessment (H, M, L)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
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<td></td>
<td></td>
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</tbody>
</table>

---

**Figure 4: TW 2 ORM Worksheet**
Resultantly, the process has not worked as prescribed which has led to a breakdown in communication between the Echelon 1/2 leadership and Echelon 4/5 leadership. The lack of properly advised communication through an established ORM program has diminished the awareness of the current issues thus eroding the confidence and trust that effective protective measures were in place and that each IP and student felt their concerns were being recognized. Considering each TW had several PEs that were uncharacteristic of the baseline risk assessment, it was asked what consequential event would need to happen before the risk decision to fly was taken from the IPs. The idea being, at what point will either wing or squadron executive leadership intervene in the risk decision making process to ensure decisions are made at the appropriate levels.